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01 Contextualizing April

April was a quiet month for OG on the battlefront. With only 2 competitive 
appearances during the month, DAC 2018 and the ESL One Birmingham 
EU Qualifier respectively, we focused our efforts on bringing in community 
content and preparing assets for upcoming tournaments. 

Twitter has taken a slight dip in comparison to March which is 
understandable given the generated conversations and engagement 
around the release of Resolut1on last month and the impact that type of 
news has on the community. The negative follower rate has continued 
in April and is still as volatile with more info to be found in the Twitter 
section. Finally, impressions and engagement have been on the upswing, 
reaching the numbers of March without any significant team occurrences. 

Facebook is still on a slow, but steady route with certain fluctuations 
depending on specific occurrences primarily visible through the difference 
in impressions. In our Facebook section, we’ll propose an initial boosting 
plan to be implemented going further to experiment and see where we can 
push the boundaries of the current OG Facebook content.
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Reach

Engagements

Likes

Posts 

Pictures 

Video 

Text 

02.1 M E T R I C S

B R E A K D O W N

Facebook

374,074
17,753
424
40

28
9
3

Starting from the top, Reach has taken 
a significant cut in comparison to March 
primarily due to the heavy impact the 
Resolut1on release had on almost all 
metrics. Given the usage of the Facebook 
page as “home-base”, we expect such 
fluctuations to occur every time there is 
an OG announcement. 

The number of posts has decreased 
relative to March and reflects the smaller 
number of competitive appearances. As 
tournament coverage effectively doubles 
our daily Facebook quota, a quiet month 
will consequently affect the total number 
of posts. We’re more than happy to say 
that engagements have increased by 
2,574. We banked heavily on engagement 
and direct communication with the fans - 
a route which proved successful in March. 
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02.2

The overall pace of the Facebook page is positive, but sluggish. We’re 
confident that with a proper boost, metrics can reach new heights and 
establish a new monthly baseline for comparison. The first option is an OG 
bi-monthly giveaway to be put in place and the latter is the introduction 
of a small monthly boosting plan ($150 - $250) which will allow us to 
run attraction, impression and engagement campaigns. Those will allow 
us to reactivate our existing fan base, reach new audiences, reap in more 
engagement and increase the reach of our posts, among other possibilities. 

All three types have been tested and executed with continued success on 
other clients such as H2K, SuperChannel and GinxTV. With that in mind, 
full break-down of cost efficiency, usage and results will be included in the 
report should the budget be approved.   

Facebook
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02.3

Cl ick  here C l i ck  here C l i ck  here

Facebook Highlights

https://www.facebook.com/OGDota2/photos/a.1632052627082702.1073741828.1631316270489671/2024771717810789/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/OGDota2/photos/a.1632052627082702.1073741828.1631316270489671/2031125077175453/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/OGDota2/photos/a.1632052627082702.1073741828.1631316270489671/2028572094097418/?type=3&theater
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Impressions

Engagement Rate

Retweets

Link Clicks

Likes

Replies

03.1 M E T R I C STwitter

3,880,000
1.0%
2,716
12,000 
17,124
690

Twitter was Dr.Jekyll for the majority of March and quickly shifted to Mr. 
Hyde at the tail end of the month. We kept a close eye on the unfollower 
rate and whether it correlates with a factor we can internally control. From 
the 1st to 17th the account registered a total of 42 unfollows, averaging 
around 2-3 per day. 

Moving on, an outflow occurred immediately after, between 18th and 22nd 
March, totalling 258 unfollows (64.5 daily average). 

We registered neither negative feedback on content nor team performance 
during that time, hence we strongly believe those 4 days constituted a 
ban wave. In the grand scheme of things the account is still experiencing 
a downward trend despite all other metrics doubling or tripling during the 
time period.
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03.2 Twitter

Impressions roughly equaled March’s 
numbers proving that the content mix 
accomplished its task. The engagement rate 
took a small dip, but it’s worth mentioning 
that Resolut1on’s release as a singular post 
skewed last month’s results heavily. 

The champion this month were retweets 
which effectively doubled (+49% Increase) 
since March, boosting both the Impressions 
and Likes along the way. The latter went up 
by 6,024 as we were more than happy to 
see the response to our posts. 

One of our aims for the month was to participate and 
spark as many conversations as possible. We’re happy 
to say that we achieved a total of 690 replies spread very 
consistently across the month as you can see on the chart 
above. Viral community hashtags such as #GameStruck4 
and s4’s birthday were the two frontrunners when it came 
to replies and we happily engaged in many discussions with 
fans around those posts. 
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03.3

Cl ick  here C l i ck  here C l i ck  here

Twitter Highlights

https://twitter.com/OGesports/status/984461434141765632/photo/1
https://twitter.com/OGesports/status/987339567882756096/photo/1
https://twitter.com/OGesports/status/986674228656304128/photo/1
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04 Present and Future

May looks like a heavy month with 
EPICENTER, MDL Changsha and ESL One 
Birmingham spread out. In addition, the 
birthdays of JerAx and 7ckngMad will 
also be of big help when engaging and 
conversing with our audience. 

We will continue monitoring the both 
pages and brainstorm campaigns which 
can boost growth while not losing value.

Prepare assets for April’s competitive schedule.

Continue monitoring and providing updates on the Twitter follower activity. 

Focus in May to remain on engagement and community conversation across 
both platforms.

Experiment with value-added concepts when it comes to competitive 
announcements.


